PARKING ORIENTATION & DISPLAY SIGN SYSTEMS

Parking Orientation & Display Sign Systems (PODS) — There’s nothing worse than being in a hurry and forgetting where you parked. Studies show that solid colors on signs designating parking zones are retained the best in our minds. Using colored signs in conjunction with letters indicating specific parking areas within the zone makes it practically impossible to forget where you parked. We even invented a unique sign arm anchoring system design that has been used without fail for years in harsh winter and windy environments. The beautiful rigid sign panels are made of Aluminum Composite Materials (ACM) which combines the durability and professional presentation of aluminum with the strength and rigidity of wood which will not swell, corrode, rot, wick water, or delaminate even under prolonged water exposure and extreme temperature changes.

This study, elegant and cost effective sign system can be used anywhere in numerous applications as directional signage or for advertising. Let our expert designers create the signage system you have always wanted. From design to installation, you will love the PODS System.